
Exam: Linear Structures 1.
Applied Mathematics, 2O17-1A: Structures and Models

October 31 2017; 8:45 - 1 1 :45

This exam consists of 9 problems.
A (graphical) calculator is not needed and can be used only to check your answer.

The following is IMPORTANT and will be taken into account for grading:
i) Define all variables and explain notations that you introduce in your solution.
ii) Clearly explain each step of your solution, in words brby a clear derivation.

t.- [1EpU Consider a set I/ : {(or, a2) : a1,a2 e R.}. The addition and scalar multiplication
are defined as follows:

(auaz) * (br, b2): (q *b1,2a2+2b2), c(ava2) : (cat,co2), c € IR..

Prove that 7 is not a vector space by showing that at least one of the following proper-
ties fail:

(VS 7)forall u,u e V,c€ F holds c(u+u): c'tl+ c't),

(VS 8) for all u eV, c,d e F holds (c + d)u : cu * du.

.3. t10ptl Prove lhal{2r2 + 3r * 1,312 + 4r *2,-r2 + r +2} is a basis for P2(R).

3. Let V,W be linear spaces with finite dimensions. Let 7 : V -+ W be a linear transfor-
mation. Assume that 7 is one-to-one.

(a) [1Opt] Let B be a basis for V. Prove that the set 7(B) is linearly independent.

(b) [5pt] Prove that dim(\4l) ] dim(r).

4. T : IRa -+ Mr,r(lR) is given by

r((a,b,c ct)) : ( ,1ui ", 
tJ;)

(a) [spt] Determine [7]f where p is the standard basis for IRa and 7 is the standard basis
for M2,2(lR.).

(b) tspt] Verify the statement ["(u)], : lT)"llu)B tor , : (2,t, -t,2).

SEE OTHER SIDE



5. [1Opt] Ar: b is a linear system. Prove thatA is invertible if and only if s: A-rb is the
unique solution to this linear system.

6. Denote by gi, i :7,2,3,4,5, column j of a3 x 5 matrix A. Suppose that

n, : (1,) , ,,: (;) ,,_: (_i,)\-rl \o/
The reduced row echelon form of the augmented matrix'(A b) of the system Ar : bis
as follows:

/to-to3o\
lo12 o 151
\o o o 1 | 4)

(a) [spt] Determine the solution set of this lineai.system.

(b) tsptl Explain how to obtain the solution of the homogeneous system Ar : Oand write
down this solution.

(b) tsptl Determine ss, esand b.

7. [spt] Give an example of a 3 x 3 matrix C with different non-zero rows, such that
rank(C) : 1. Argue that C indeed has rank 1. Write the matrix C in the form C = AB,
where,4ise x l matrixand B is 1x 3matrix. 1

8 [10pt] Let 7 : V -+ V be a linear transformation. Prove that the set of vectors .r

S: {u:T(u\: \'t),,\ e F,} C I/

is a subspace of I/.

9. [spt] Find the eigenvalues of the matrix A:

/zoo\
o: (B i')

Total: 90 points

NB: grade=([number of points]+1 0)/1 0.


